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Topics

Feel a sense of relief and camaraderie realizing that they are, after all, in this together.
Gain a genuine re-energized excitement as you uncover language and tools to explore exponential possibilities beyond the
traditional organizational structure.
Gain confidence that their reliance and communication with each other will absolutely deliver results.

ZYX's of Connecting
Connection = Communication: The Language of Leadership 
Speaking To Connect: Have Fun Speaking with Any Audience

When your teams intentionally navigate toward a shared vision, they ask, “What will get us there?” Through this participative
keynote, Ginger shows leadership teams how to translate the power of alignment into deep connections across diverse
stakeholders.

This session is ideal for diverse leaders and teams who want to come together and build strong, resilient, diverse teams. It's
for organizations who haven’t had the opportunity to build authentic connections and are therefore missing the opportunity to
build robust relationships. It's for those that are experiencing emotional roadblocks of pride, vulnerability, and conflicting
interest as they navigate uncharted business objectives together. And for those that have been thrust into a challenging task
force and need to develop a common mindset, language, and rhythm to succeed.

Lively, interactive, chock full of new and usable ideas, practices and tools, Ginger answers the question - why are we our very
best selves when we're at the table, as host or guest? Our lives ARE our tables. Find out why the stronger, best and most
fruitful relationships start At The Table.

After participating in this session, you will be able to:

Other Topics:

Ginger’s teaching is based on the foundation and elements of human connection. Every event = classic structure + tailored for
the specific group. Guests are invited to interact as soon as we engage, including short kickoff & review meetings to set up for
best success, primer videos for the intended audience and marketing, and a request to reply to 2 primary questions in advance
of the session, to guide specifics to fit the groups.

At The Table: How Connection Makes Us Better People
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Profile
Life is Powered by Connection. And it's all about a deep sense of belonging to be the best we can be and do the work we love
better.  
 
Myriad experiences have fueled Ginger's desire to teach the world the profound and fabulous possibilities meaningful human
connection offers. She studies and teaches the Power of Connection across the globe, via keynotes, professional
development, dinner party experiences and books. 
 
Ginger has quickly become a conference favorite and delivers a boost of positive energy, big-thinking and practical tactics.
Stories, interaction, and unique experiences help her client partners think and rethink, helping them achieve the outcomes they
want.
 
She's the author of 2 books including the Connectivity Canon: Why and How to Connect with People on Purpose with a Service
Mindset, and a proud member of IAEE. Ginger lives in Montana with her Fine Husband and their dogs and is often hosting
dinner parties.
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